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Qualitative exploration of the effect of a television soap opera storyline on women with experience of postpartum psychosis

Lewis Roberts, Giles Berrisford, Jessica Heron, Lisa Jones, Ian Jones, Clare Dolman and Deirdre A. Lane

Background
Postpartum psychosis has recently been the focus of an in-depth storyline on a British television soap opera watched by millions of viewers.

Aims
This research explored how the storyline and concomitant increase in public awareness of postpartum psychosis have been received by women who have recovered from the condition.

Method
Nine semistructured, one-to-one interviews were conducted with women who had experienced postpartum psychosis. Thematic analysis consistent with Braun and Clarke’s six-step approach was used to generate themes from the data.

Results
Public exposure provided by the postpartum psychosis portrayal was deemed highly valuable, and its mixed reception encompassed potentially therapeutic benefits in addition to harms.

Conclusions
Public awareness of postpartum psychosis strongly affects women who have experienced postpartum psychosis. This research highlights the complexity of using television drama for public education and may enable mental health organisations to better focus future practices of raising postpartum psychosis awareness.

Effect of media depictions of mental illness
The societal effect of fictional media depictions of mental illness has been well documented. High-profile portrayals of suicide, for example, can cause negative outcomes, such as a rise in emulated suicide attempts, in addition to positive ones, such as raised awareness and an increase in health-seeking behaviour; internet searches for suicide prevention hotlines increased internationally following the release of the Netflix series ‘13 Reasons Why’. Thus, the far-reaching influence of the media can help to drive the message about mental health nationally and globally. Less is known about how media portrayals of specific mental illnesses effect the populations they represent on a personal level. Cross-sectional studies have identified that those with lived experience of a portrayed illness often feel stigmatised and may alter their medication adherence, yet such phenomena have rarely been explored in-depth with qualitative methodology.

Television storyline
Between January and March of 2016, the popular British television soap opera, EastEnders, aired a storyline where a character suffered from postpartum psychosis (see Table 1 for storyline synopsis). This storyline was proposed to the programme’s script writers by representatives from the postpartum psychosis support charities Action on Postpartum Psychosis (APP) and Bipolar UK, in a bid to raise the public awareness of the condition. The average viewing audience per episode exceeded 7 million across the 50 episodes aired during this period, greater than the usual viewing figures of 6.7 million per episode. As postpartum psychosis is a condition that is generally not well understood by the public and has not had such a large-scale media exposure before, it is likely that public awareness of postpartum psychosis has increased considerably following this portrayal; APP saw its daily website visits double from 400 to 800 and received a 4-fold increase in registrations for email peer support in the aftermath of the storyline.
Potential impact of TV storyline of postpartum psychosis

Establishing the reception of the *EastEnders* portrayal of postpartum psychosis may enable mental health organisations and television producers to better understand the effect of this method of raising awareness, and is necessary in tailoring appropriate support to women who have experienced postpartum psychosis. Additionally, this research may provide novel insight into recovered women’s perceptions of the stigma surrounding severe maternal mental illness and the effect of increasing public knowledge of this condition.

**Aims and objectives**

The primary aim of this study is to explore how the *EastEnders* portrayal of postpartum psychosis is perceived by the condition. Women who have recovered from postpartum psychosis feel the condition is perceived by the public in ways that may influence the recovery process. The study also aims to understand how women who have recovered from postpartum psychosis feel their experiences relating to stigma have changed following this television portrayal, and to understand how women who have recovered from postpartum psychosis feel the condition is perceived by the general public.

### Methods

#### Study design

This qualitative study used inductive thematic analysis consistent with a critical realist epistemological framework.

#### Participants

Purposive sampling of women who watched the *EastEnders* portrayal was facilitated by the UK-based charity APP. Run by a collaboration of experts by experience, healthcare professionals and academics, this charity offers support to over 1000 women with current or previous postpartum psychosis through means such as patient information, social media, peer support services and workshops. All 13 of the women who responded to the research advertisement on APP’s online forum met the following inclusion criteria: (a) self-identified as having suffered and recovered from postpartum psychosis, (b) watched the *EastEnders* postpartum psychosis storyline, (c) were competent in the English language and (d) were able to provide written informed consent.

Women were excluded from participation if they had experienced an episode of postpartum psychosis within the previous 12 months to ensure that only women who had recovered from their psychotic episode were included in the study.

Of the 13 women who registered an initial interest, 9 responded positively to a formal postal study invitation and subsequently participated in an interview. Demographic and clinical information of the participants, collected upon interview completion, is shown in Table 2.

#### Data collection

Semistructured, one-to-one interviews were conducted and audio-recorded. Participants were offered the choice between a telephone interview (*n* = 8) or face-to-face interview at the APP office at the University of Birmingham (*n* = 1). Interviews were conducted during February and March of 2016, and lasted approximately 1 h, although duration varied between 43 and 97 min.

The interview topic guide (see Table 3) was developed in conjunction with clinicians, APP staff and experts with lived experience of postpartum psychosis to address the research aims, using Laforest’s *Guide to Organising Semi-Structured Interviews with Key Informant* as a template.

#### Ethics

Ethical approval was granted by the Internal Research Ethics Committee at the University of Birmingham, UK. Informed verbal or written consent was obtained from each participant immediately before commencement of their interview. All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of Population Science and Humanities Research Ethics Committee at the University of Birmingham, UK, and with the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the study.

#### Analysis

Interview recordings were transcribed verbatim by the first author. Thematic analysis in accordance with Braun and Clarke’s six-step approach was subsequently used with line-by-line open coding.

---

**Table 1** *EastEnders* plot synopsis

| The central character of this storyline is Stacey, who becomes pregnant for the first time with her partner, Martin. Stacey received a diagnosis of bipolar disorder several years before her pregnancy. Shortly after giving birth to her son, Arthur, she begins experiencing her first symptoms of postpartum psychosis, which include hallucinations and delusions. Despite the concern of her family and friends, Stacey initially receives no healthcare input and her illness worsens, culminating in a climactic scene where she is poised on the roof of a tall building, leaving the viewer concerned for the well-being of both Stacey and her child. Shortly after this, Martin convinces Stacey to seek help at hospital, where she is sectioned against her will. After a long wait, Stacey is transferred from a general psychiatric hospital to a specialised mother and baby unit, before gradually being discharged home, making a good recovery from her illness. |
Initial codes were systematically reviewed and collated into themes, which were refined as thematic categories, compared with each other and appraised against the raw data.

Validity
Methods highlighted by Guba and Lincoln to validate results were used at various stages in the analysis. Member validation, through asking participants to feedback on the preliminary themes via email, and deviant case analysis contributed to the refinement of the thematic categories. Analytic triangulation of the first transcript, between the first author and two other researchers, widened the breadth of subsequent coding, and themes were further revised following review and evaluation by the research team.

Reflexivity
To acknowledge and, to some degree, limit their unavoidable influence on the research findings, the first author, a 21-year old medical student with no first-hand experience of parenthood or psychosis, bracketed their preconceptions and, through the maintenance of a reflexive diary, considered how data collection and analysis may have been affected by their motivations, prior experiences and critical realist lens.

Results
The following five distinct themes were conceptualised and are presented with their respective constituent subthemes: public education, stigma, disclosure, reassurance and family relationships. Public education was identified as a superordinate theme because of its inseparable permeation of the theme’s stigma and disclosure. See Figure 1 for a visual representation of thematic relationships.

Public education
Hidden illness
All nine women shared the view that before the broadcasting of the EastEnders storyline, the public understanding of postpartum psychosis was extremely limited. Often described as an ‘unknown’ or ‘hidden illness’, participants felt postpartum psychosis was a condition that the public were largely unaware of and commonly confused with postnatal depression. This perceived misunderstanding of postpartum psychosis extended beyond the general public and into the health profession. The knowledge of postpartum psychosis possessed by front-line medical staff was frequently described as ‘inadequate’, with multiple women recounting instances where their symptoms were misdiagnosed by healthcare professionals.

P4: I feel that people often think it’s postnatal depression, and they don’t understand it at all. It’s taken me 20 years of really banging my head against the wall trying to make people aware of it.

P3: I mean healthcare professionals, the number I came across who had no idea what had happened, or when I said the words didn’t know what it was.

Perceived public influence of EastEnders
The importance and perceived value of improving the public understanding of postpartum psychosis was ubiquitous across the dataset. The EastEnders storyline was credited with effectively raising the public awareness of the condition by most participants, with this success attributed to the following three reasons: the ‘big audience’ that EastEnders broadcasts to, the ‘perfect storm’ of parallel media coverage and the digestibility of soap opera storylines.

P2: I think the influence is brilliant because I think people will be much more aware of it because people have heard of puerperal psychosis.

P6: EastEnders is probably the best way, something like that is a really effective way of getting information across… With

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Topic guide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Key Questions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Warm up questions: Ask about EastEnders viewing habits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How did watching the postpartum psychosis storyline make you feel?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Do you think this was an accurate portrayal of postpartum psychosis? Please can you explain why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How do you think postpartum psychosis is viewed by the general population?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Questions on how experiences have changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EastEnders, there's loads of other storylines happening at the same time, and people take in that information without realising they are.

In addition to the desire to increase public awareness of postpartum psychosis, participants expressed a common set of key messages about postpartum psychosis that they felt should be communicated to the public. Some of these, such as the distinction between postpartum psychosis and postnatal depression, and that ‘postpartum psychosis is something you recover from’, were regarded to be effectively addressed by the EastEnders storyline.

However, some women described the television portrayal as a ‘wasted opportunity’ because of its failure to disseminate information about postpartum psychosis that holds personal significance. This information, regarded with high importance and repeatedly emphasised across the data-set, was that postpartum psychosis can happen ‘out of the blue’ and that ‘it can happen to anyone’. The television character’s history of bipolar disorder before the onset of their postpartum psychosis was frequently cited as the primary barrier to the delivery of these messages.

P7: I don’t think it any way has enhanced the alarming fact that for quite a lot of women, postpartum psychosis is totally out of the blue… that it is something which you can be absolutely, totally unprepared for.

Such high-profile media exposure of postpartum psychosis was regarded as responsible for influencing the public’s attitude towards the illness. Potential limitations and negative consequences of using the format of a television soap to educate the public about postpartum psychosis were highlighted by several participants. Most notably, portraying a single case of postpartum psychosis was perceived to fail at representing the variety of individual experiences.

P6: If you think that most people’s knowledge of postpartum psychosis will be based on EastEnders, they will only have that one instance to think of as an example of it, so it’s ‘oh well it wouldn’t happen to me or my daughter, or my granddaughter, because we’re not bipolar’, so in fact it’s a little bit dangerous to do that.

Stigma

‘Double whammy’

A prominent phenomenon recurring through all the interviews was the perception of, and experiences relating to stigma. The importance of overcoming the perceived stigma surrounding postpartum psychosis was equally apparent. Although largely connected with the perception of a ‘deep-rooted’ general mental illness stigma, three participants explicitly described how they felt the depth of the stigma surrounding postpartum psychosis pervaded beyond this because of the postnatal timing of the illness. Unmet personal and societal expectations placed on early motherhood compounded the negative feelings engendered by the general mental illness stigma to create a ‘double-whammy’ effect.

P3: I think it’s one of the worst stigmas around mental illness because it’s supposed to be this really wonderful, happy time with your perfect beautiful baby.

P8: It’s a double whammy. Not only the stigma of being mentally ill, you’ve got the stigma of being a mentally ill mother, a bad mum. All pregnant women, all new mums think about ‘am I a good mum?’ and it’s a really big thing anyway, but then to bring on mental illness as well, it’s massively so.

Mixed effect of EastEnders

Expectations for the EastEnders portrayal to sensationalise postpartum psychosis were largely unmet because of the ‘realistic’ storyline that reflected specific, yet limited aspects of each participant’s individual experience. However, the perceived effect of the portrayal on the stigma surrounding postpartum psychosis was varied. Although two women commented on the storyline as specifically ‘stigma-busting’, four participants felt that it would exacerbate the existing stigma surrounding postpartum psychosis. Reasons to support this view all related to the choice of character, who had a history of bipolar disorder before suffering from postpartum psychosis.

P1: … if they’d picked another character, perhaps someone who wasn’t already mentally ill and had other mental health issues and someone who wasn’t dealing with a big secret like the child’s fatherhood, I would have felt happier because it’s easier for people to say ‘oh yeah, that’s [character], she’s the resident person with mental health in that programme’.

Fig. 1 Thematic map. This figure shows the relationship between the five thematic categories. The dashed arrows reflect the permeation of the theme public education into the themes disclosure and stigma.
Despite this reluctance to disclose to others, many women simultaneously expressed a desire and perceived duty to share their experience. The possession of these incongruous thoughts led to three participants feeling guilt and shame at hiding their experience of postpartum psychosis.

P7: … it’s very useful to be able to sort of put your experiences in perspective by talking about them and telling people about them.

P1: It’s awful I know, I feel ashamed to say it because I work in mental health and I should be saying I’ve had postpartum psychosis’ or shouting it from the rooftops, and yet I can’t.

EastEnders increasing ease of disclosure

The ability to openly disclose was unanimously regarded as important. Six participants described how this soap opera storyline had increased their likelihood of disclosing and discussing their experience of postpartum psychosis to some degree. The perceived increased ease of disclosure following this storyline was attributed to the following reasons: increased self-confidence, relevance and topicality of postpartum psychosis, EastEnders providing a ‘safe arena’ to discuss postpartum psychosis and improved understanding of postpartum psychosis by those who have seen the portrayal.

P5: Yeah I think it has changed because I think if I was now to tell somebody within my family or friends that didn’t know I had postpartum psychosis, it would be easier to say ‘oh I had postpartum psychosis, it was similar to what [character] from EastEnders had’. So I wouldn’t have to go into all the details of what the illness actually is, because they’d be aware of what it is really.

The influence of this storyline on disclosure was not expressed by all participants, with three women stating that it had not affected their likelihood of sharing their experience with others. Reasons given were that ‘family and friends aren’t that much EastEnders watchers’ and that ‘friends that I want to know my story already know it’.

Reassurance

Reassurance in recovery

A deep desire for reassurance recurred throughout participants’ narratives of recovery. Women described a need to be assured that they were not alone in experiencing postpartum psychosis, seeking to find stories of other people who had shared this experience.

All seven women who had met peers with experience of postpartum psychosis (primarily through the charity APP) emphasised the significance of this meeting. Describing it as ‘magical’ and ‘a real kind of light-bulb moment’, women referred to this coming together as pivotal in their pursuit of reassurance. However, the difficulty in meeting fellow sufferers was commonly expressed, with two participants waiting over 30 years to meet a fellow sufferer.

P8: I desperately wanted to see a normal person, who was just like me and had it and got better. I just needed to know that I wasn’t an alien or a monster, that it wasn’t just me, that it happens to everyday women.

P4: I didn’t actually meet anybody who had had postpartum psychosis until 13 years after I had it, and then at that time it changed a lot because telling to that group of women made such a massive difference to how I talked about it and how I felt about it. I felt much more comfortable then about being open about it.

EastEnders providing reassurance

One participant, who had not met a peer with postpartum psychosis experience, recounted how watching the EastEnders storyline had, to some degree, fulfilled her need to be reassured. Although no other women explicitly expressed this degree of reassurance from watching this soap opera, they all identified with aspects of the portrayal, which was reported to ‘resonate really strongly’.

P2: I was sitting there thinking ‘my goodness, that was just like me’… but that kind of helped, to see somebody going through the same as what I went through.

However, just as identifying with the storyline had the potential to reassure, aspects of the storyline that reflected individuals’ experiences were often described as ‘upsetting’ and ‘painful’ to watch. Furthermore, discrepancies between the storyline and personal experiences of postpartum psychosis were found by some participants to be frustrating and disengaging.

P4: I found that one bit was really distressing for me was when [character] first went into the general psychiatric ward, and she was separated from her baby, and I found that that was really upsetting and that really brought it all back to me.

P8: I’ve lost interest now because it’s so different from what I’ve experienced.

Forewarned is forearmed

Described as a ‘frightening’ and ‘horrific’ experience, participants reported feeling ‘totally unprepared’ for their psychotic episode, with none of the women having any prior awareness of the illness. Being aware of postpartum psychosis before childbirth was perceived to be important by all nine women, who felt that possession of this knowledge would have helped address the fear and distress they experienced as a result of not understanding what was wrong during their psychosis. The modality of a soap opera storyline was seen to have some merit in achieving this increase in awareness.
Roberts et al

P2: If I’d known about it I’d probably have, I’m not saying it would have stopped it, but it probably would have helped to understand a little thinking ‘this is what I’m having’, because obviously if you’ve never heard of anything and you go off your rocker, you think ‘my God, what is wrong?’

Family relationships

Effect of postpartum psychosis on family members

All participants discussed the, largely negative, effect that their postpartum psychosis episode had on their immediate family members, particularly their partner. This included short-term effects such as distress and trauma, as well as long-term consequences; most notably, the illness’ influence on the couple’s decision to have subsequent children, with two participants describing the significant damage inflicted on spousal relationships by their episode.

P9: I suppose the main thing, well it’s made my partner, I don’t think he wants to have any more children because of it … I think it’s certainly made us think twice about it because I’m sure that if I hadn’t been unwell then we would definitely have another child, so yeah it has really impacted.

EastEnders as a vehicle for understanding postpartum psychosis from family members’ perspectives

Although both immediate and long-lasting implications of postpartum psychosis on family members were recognised by participants, many women acknowledged that their understanding of their family’s experience during the time of their psychosis was limited. This was often ascribed to having a poor memory of events surrounding their psychotic episode and a lack of open discussion about the experience.

P2: … I didn’t think his side of it, and he actually admitted to me how frightened he was for me. I had no idea he was even the slightest bit concerned about me at the time.

Some women found that their understanding of family members’ experiences during this period improved as a result of watching this soap opera. The storyline acted as a vehicle through which they were able to revisit their own psychotic experience from the perspective of others.

P9: I think what was really useful for me, was to get some insight into what my family and what my partner would have been going through … I think it certainly made me have more empathy for my family and my partner.

Five women reported watching the storyline alongside a close family member, usually their partner. This was felt to be beneficial, deepening mutual understanding of each other’s experiences, as a result of discussion driven by the programme. Providing a ‘new angle’ to reflect on their experiences was deemed important because of the limited postpartum psychosis discussion participants reported having before the television storyline.

P2: … we hardly talked about it and he [husband] actually came around and said a few things to me and I thought ‘God, you never mentioned that to me before’, and we’ve been married 29 years now.

Recognition of postpartum psychosis experience by others following EastEnders

Compared with partners and immediate family members, distant relatives and friends were perceived to have a much weaker grasp of the gravity of the postpartum psychosis experience. However, many participants observed receiving an improved appreciation of this experience from others after this television storyline was aired.

P5: I think it’s helped her [sister-in-law] understand what postpartum psychosis was and what it’s sort of like for me. Because back then it wasn’t in the media or anything like that, none of my family even knew what was going on … So I think it helped my family members to sort of understand a bit more of why I was like that and what sort of triggered it.

Discussion

Limited public awareness of postpartum psychosis was found to be a key issue for, and strongly affected these women, even decades after their clinical recovery, driving stigma and acting as a barrier to disclosure. The perceived value of increasing public exposure of postpartum psychosis was unanimously shared, and this storyline was generally well-received because of its perceived effect on this. Positive features of the portrayal included its incorporation of key stigma-busting messages and its large viewing audience, which enabled participants to disclose their experience more openly with others. Nonetheless, EastEnders’ potential to promote misconceptions, drive stigma and cause distress was of concern. Portraying a single case of postpartum psychosis was seen to be insufficient at capturing the variety of individual experiences. Possible therapeutic benefits of watching the storyline were also reported, such as normalising postpartum psychosis experiences and driving positive discussion between family members. The generated themes demonstrate the capacity of the EastEnders storyline to affect women with experience of postpartum psychosis, both directly, on a personal level, and indirectly, through perceived societal effects.

The large variation within the data-set perhaps reflects the individuality of television storyline interpretation. The reception to the storyline, and the individual and societal platforms through which its effects were mediated, are coherent with Pirkis et al.’s review of mental illness media portrayals. Although this review found such media to only perpetuate existing stigma, participants in our study perceived the EastEnders storyline to have both beneficial and harmful consequences. This discrepancy may be explained by the participants’ strong desire for an increase in the public exposure of postpartum psychosis, and the collaboration between the script writers and postpartum psychosis experts in the production of the storyline. Value in the latter process could consequently demonstrate a potential benefit achievable through mental health organisations working in conjunction with television producers. Where this is not possible, producers could follow the steps outlined by O’Brien et al. to deliver a socially responsible portrayal, which include adhering to international safe messaging guidelines and providing viewers with sources of information and support.

Despite its novel focus on the phenomenon of a television portrayal of postpartum psychosis, many of this study’s findings build on dimensions of the existing body of research on recovery from this illness. The discovery that culturally derived expectations of maternal roles compound the negative feelings induced by general mental illness stigma is congruent with research conducted by Robertson and Lyons. Furthermore, detrimental short-term and long-term implications of the psychotic episode on women’s partners, identified in this study, are consistent with the well-documented effect postpartum psychosis has on significant others and nuclear family members. However, the overall positive effect postpartum psychosis had on relationships in the long-term, as reported by Wyatt et al., was not apparent in this data-set.

The EastEnders storyline had positive effects on participants’ personal lives. It normalised postpartum psychosis experiences through reassuring individuals that they are not alone and prompted a shared understanding of events between family members, a process that has been proposed to aid recovery. These possible benefits suggest that engaging with a personal narrative of postpartum
psychosis, through media such as a fictional soap opera storyline, can improve the well-being of women recovering from this illness. Art forms such as film have long been used in psychotherapy, and therapeutic merits of this practice mirror those identified by this research. These include providing hope for individuals through reassuring them that they are not alone in their experience, and prompting discussion between family members resistant to discussing the central issue.

Although voluntarily watching a drama storyline on television is undoubtedly distinct from being prescribed film as part of psychological treatment, the parallel between both processes and reported benefits arguably warrants enquiry tailored to investigating the use of such media in the postclinical recovery from postpartum psychosis. The ubiquity of television and film access and the under-use of psychological therapies in this condition provide a strong argument for such investigation.

Interestingly, despite its potential therapeutic merit, participants’ reflections on the storyline largely focused on its perceived population influence rather than the personal effect of watching the portrayal. This further exemplifies the significance to recovered women of increasing public awareness of postpartum psychosis. However, perceptions of the storyline’s effect on the public should not be examined in isolation of Davison’s third-person effect. Praise and concerns expressed by participants about the influence of the EastEnders portrayal on the public perceptions of postpartum psychosis may be ungrounded because of the tendency of individuals to overestimate the influence of mass media messages on other people. Notwithstanding this, irrespective of whether such impressions are well founded, possession of these viewpoints will continue to affect the individuals who carry them.

Outlining the significance, effect and consequences of increasing public awareness of postpartum psychosis on recovered women could help inform mental health organisations of the necessity and wider benefit of educating the public about this illness, encouraging organisations both domestically and overseas to raise the public profile of the condition. Ascertainment of key postpartum psychosis messages expressed by women with past experience of the condition, and the factors perceived to influence how this is received by the public, may help shape such future media campaigns. Further investigation into this population’s priorities for disseminating public messages about postpartum psychosis could be undertaken.

Limitations

Because of the sensitive nature of the research topic, recruitment methods were chosen to maximise acceptability to participants. Through recruiting self-selecting members who use a postpartum psychosis support group and voluntarily engaged with the EastEnders storyline, this study favoured the voices of women with an integrative recovery style over those who recover through ‘simplifying over’, avoiding investigation into their past experience. Although qualitative research does not seek statistical generalisability, these potential systematic differences between the study sample and the overall postpartum psychosis population may limit the theoretical application of research findings, with integrative recovery associated with higher social competence and better long-term outcomes. Future work in this field could therefore recruit through National Health Service registers and purposively sample for younger women who are less actively engaged with recovery support.

The widened perspective of research findings, provided by the significant heterogeneity in age and time since first postpartum psychosis episode between participants, offers novel insight previously unexplored by other recent qualitative research in this population, which rarely seeks the perspective of women 20 years or further into their recovery from postpartum psychosis. However, important and distinct experiences may be elicited by interviewing a more narrowly focused age range or those with more recent experience of postpartum psychosis.

Because of time constraints placed on data collection, the study sample size was not driven by data saturation. However, a retrospective saturation analysis, similar to the evaluation carried out by Guest, was conducted with the aim of determining the extent of data saturation reached. Only 2 of the 102 individual codes were uniquely raised during the final interview. Although this denotes that absolute data saturation was not achieved before this point, the fact that 98% of useful data was produced after eight interviews demonstrates a level of homogeneity within the data-set, indicating that further enquiry may have been fruitless.

In conclusion, public awareness of postpartum psychosis, or at least the perception of this by women with experience of the illness, appears to significantly effect recovery experiences in this population. The public exposure provided by the television portrayal of postpartum psychosis was deemed important, whereas its varied reception highlights the complexity of using this medium in public education. Potentially therapeutic benefits of watching the portrayal were also identified. This work may enable mental health organisations to better focus future public education practices and tailor support to recovering women. Additionally, it highlights the potential for future investigation into the use of this media form in the recovery from postpartum psychosis.
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